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Abbreviations 
1   1st person 

2   2nd person 

3   3rd person 

s   singular 

du   dual 

tr   trial 

pl   plural (four or more) 

Inc    Inclusive 

Ex   Exclusive 

Agr   Agreement 

ART  Article 

Caus  Causative 

CONT  Continuous 

CP     Connective particle 

DEM  Demonstrative 

E   Effective Particle 

IRR   Irrealis 

Mod  Modifier 

Neg   Negative 

NP   Noun Phrase 

O   Object 

PERF  Perfect Aspect 

PL   Plural 

POSS  Possessive 

Pron  Pronoun 

RDPL  Reduplication 

S   Subject 

TAM  Tense Aspect Mode marker 

UNSPEC Unspecified Subject  

VP   Verb Phrase 

∅   null 
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The purpose of this paper is to look into the aspect system at the predicate level in the 
Ramoaaina language, and especially the aspect related to the effect or final state1 of an event, 
in conjunction with the different functions of the four effective particles. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper I will look into the funtions of the different effective particles and their uses. I will show 

• that those particles are used to refer to the final situation that the event encoded by the 
verb leads up to. 

• that they can be viewed as encoding the effectiveness of that event. 
• that they allow for a system that can make distinctions for different effects. 
• that there are four different ways of encoding the different possible outcomes of a 

predicate. 

The term deedbshud o`qshbkd is taken from Mosel (Mosel 1984 page 131) in her description of the Tolai 
syntax; and she in turn has taken the term from Bernhard Bley2. Mosel quotes his definition of the term as 
follows, “it indicates that the action really happens or is performed with success or in respect to something.” 
Bley is only using the term for the one particle in Tolai o`. Mosel is extending it to another particle j`oh, and is 
also recognizing that the verb s`q ‘give’ has a function similar to one of the effective particles.  

 In this paper I will start by looking at the whole verb phrase and comparing the effective particles with 
other aspects and modality marked in the verb phrase (in section 2). Then I will look at the general function of 
the effective marking (in section 3), and compare the four different effective particles (in section 4). Finally I 
will show how the different particles can be used on the same verbs (in section 5) 

The Ramoaaina language is spoken by about 10 000 people living on the Duke of York Islands in the East 
New Britain Province of Papua New Guinea. It is an Austronesian language, belonging to the Meso-Melanesian 
cluster, in the South New Ireland/ N.W. Solomonic network. 

At the time of writing I have worked among the Ramoaaina speakers for about 8 years. I am thankful for 
their patients with me in learning the language, and answering my questions. I am also thankful for the stories 
they have given me and from which I am taking the data in this paper. I also like to thank Stellan Lindrud for 
his help and comments, and the staff of the 1997 SIL Grammar Workshop. 

2. THE VERB PHRASE 
The Verb Phrase in Ramoaaina can be viewed as having three parts: 1) the nucleus, the verb or a 

construction of more than one verb; 2) the pre-nucleus elements, and 3) the post-nucleus elements. 

There are different types of  TAM markers in the verb phrase. Realis, Irrealis and Perfect is marked before 
the Verb Phrase Nucleus, others like habitual, continous and repetitive are marked in the nucleus; and a third 
group of particles, the effective particles occur after the nucleus. I’ll discuss the function of these particles, and 
look at the difference between them and the prenucleus aspect markers. 

The structure of the VP is as follows: 

VP→ pre-nucleus +VP nucleus (post-nucleus) 

The VP nucleus can consist of one or more verbs. There are two ways of  making a multi verb construction.  

                                                           
1 I hesitate to call this effective aspect or telic aspect as I have not found either term in the litterature 
2 in Bley, Bernhard, 1912 Praktisches Handbuch zur Erlernung der Nordgazellen-Sprache, Munster Westfalische 

Vereinsdruckerei 
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a) to use a connective particle between the two verbs. I’ll call this an auxiliary verb construction. Only a limited 
class of verbs are used as the first verb in this construction; for example khmf ‘be about to’; mdl ‘want’; and k`` 
‘be in the habit’. 
 1) h``t mdl m` hmdo 

1s want CP sleep 
‘I want to sleep’ 

b) The other multi verb construction is juxtaposed verbs or serial verbs. This construction mostly has two verbs 
where the first verb is the main verb and the second one the modifier of the main verb in terms of manner, 
direction or degree. Most verbs can stand on their own, but some verbs only occur in the second modifying verb 
slot. 
 2) ch`s `` v`mf``m q``o 

3pl PERF eat finish 
‘they have finished eating’ 

 3) h a`an kdkd o``,h 
3s see recognize E-3s 
‘she recognized him’ 

The pre-nucleus can contain the following elements:  optional negative, obligatory subject agreement 
marker, and an optional TAM marker. We can describe it like this: 

VP pre-nucleus: (Neg) +Sagr (TAM)  
 4) ` s``q` o` ch`s ` mtmtq`,h 

ART people Neg 3plSagr IRR know-3s 
‘the people will not know it’ 

The post-nucleus can contain the following elements: optional effective particle, optional pronoun object 
agreement marker, optional VP modifier, optional NP object. If there is a NP object there is no pronoun object. 
It can be described like this: 

VP post-nucleus: (E) (Pron O) (Mod) (NP O) 
 5) ch``q ``k,``k o`qh,h a`kds 

3du RDPL-pull exit-3s again 
‘they kept pulling him out again’ 

 6) h o`m``j o`` a`kds q`` hm` h`m 
3s shoot E again one ART fish 
‘he again speared one fish’ 

2.1 Aspect in the verb phrase nucleus 
Aspect in the Ramoaaina language is marked in all three parts of the VP. In the nucleus some verbs in a 

multi verb construction can take aspectual function.  See example (2) where the verb q``o ‘finish’ have some 
aspectual meaning. There are other such verbs, for example k``q ‘be able’; and ns ‘complete’. The auxiliary 
verbs can also carry aspectual function. See the following example: 
 7) h k`` m` v``m t,md Q`a`tk 

3s be-in-the-habit CP go to-down Rabaul 
‘he habitually goes down to Rabaul’ 

Another very productive way of marking aspect in the verb nucleus is reduplication. In verbs it can among 
other things mark repetition and  continuation.  
 8) h``t vh,vhtq` lnmfnqn m` h`m ``jhs 

1s RDPL-sell many CP fish very 
‘I continuously sell a lot of fish’ 

Reduplication is also used for transforming transitive verbs into intransitive verbs, for example ohq ‘say’ 
becomes ohqohq ‘talk’. 
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2.2 Aspect in the pre-nucleus 
In the verb phrase pre-nucleus there is a set of  TAM markers occuring between the subject agreement 

marker and the verb nucleus. I’ll call these TAM markers rather than aspect markers since mode (irrealis and 
realis)  as well as aspect (perfect) are marked in this position. There are two particles, ` ‘irrealis marker’ and `` 
‘perfect aspect marker’3. The clause can also be ∅-marked, which would mean ‘realis, non-perfect’. These 
particles cannot co-occur , i.e. a VP cannot be marked as irrealis and perfect at the same time. 

2.2.1 Irrealis 

Irrealis is marked by the particle `- Vhsg singular subjects and the unspecified subject the particle occurs 
as a portmanteau with the subject markers, as follows: 

person unmodified form irrealis form 

1s iaau ang 

2s u un 

3s i in 

unspec di din 

Irrealis is used for future, imperative, purpose, hypothetical/conditional and for ‘lest’.4 Even if irrealis is not 
a tense in a strict sense, it is closely related to future in Ramoaaina. Givon’s statement that “Irrealis covers the 
future together with other future projecting modal categories”5 sums up the use of irrealis in Ramoaaina. Irrealis 
can be used in other more non-future situations, showing the event went on for an indefinite time, and that it is 
not told in details. See the following example: 
 9) s` jtl o`j``m lh``s ` v``m t`` l` lh``s ` ohqohq j`qnl ch``q 

some PL time 1plEx IRR go there and 1plEx IRR talk to 3du 
‘some times  we would go there and talk to them’ 

Irrealis can be used together with any of the post-nucleus aspect markers, or without them. It cannot co-
occur with perfect aspect. 
 10) c``s ` o``k o``,h 

1plInc IRR peel E-3s 
‘We will peel it’ 

 11) c``s ` v``q` s``,h t q` l`fd 
1plInc IRR dry E-3s in ART sun 
‘We’ll dry it in the sun’ 

 12) a`` tm v``m tm s` s``l``m 
if 2sIRR go to any place 
‘if you go to some place...’ 

 13) jtoh `mf v`,q``o v`j``j v` `mtmf v`vdq 
purpose 1sIRR Caus-finish well E POSS-1s school 
‘...in order for me to finish my schooling’ 

 

2.2.2 Perfect 

Perfect is marked by the particle ``- Vhsg 3rd person singular the particle occur as a portmanteau, h`, 
together with the subject marker. Perfect in general is used to mark a past event that has relevence at the time of 
the utterance. This is true also for Ramoaaina. It can also mark an event as completed relative to another event. 

                                                           
3 In the Ramoaaina orthography `` stands for [å] near-open central unrounded vowel; and ` stands for [´] mid central 

unrounded vowel. 
4 For more examples of this see “Duke of York Grammar Essentials” 
5 Quoted from Givon Syntax A functional-typological introduction Volume I 
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Perfect is also used with stative verbs to refer to the encoded state itself, whereas an unmarked stative verb also 
can refer to the inception of the state. Perfect cannot co-occur with irrealis in the same clause. 

Perfect aspect is common in procedural texts and conversations but it occurs in all genres. 

Let’s look at examples of the most common uses of perfect aspect in Ramoaaina: 
• In temporal subordinate clauses 

 When an event is completed (marked with perfect aspect) another one takes place. In the following 
example perfect aspect is used for a future event, as this is part of an instruction about how to make a fish trap. 
Neither event had taken place at the time of the utterance. 
 14) a`` h` q``o c``s ` jtst o`` s,hm` m``qt 

when 3sPERF finish 1plInc IRR cut E any-ART rope 
‘when that is finished we’ll cut off a rope’ 

• In relative clauses 

Another common use of perfect is in reporting that something else had taken place earlier; i.e. events out of 
chronological order.  
 15) lh``s mtjmtj t q` jtl tsm`` lh``s `` o``l s`,s``,h 

1plEx think about ART PL thing 3plEx PERF do RDPL-E-3s 
‘we were thinking about the things we had done’ 

• In main clauses 

In the following example perfect aspect shows that the event is in the past and now the consequences are a 
fact: 
 16) t `` ``m o`` q`` ``j`hm` tsm`` l`` 

2s PERF eat E one bad thing DEM 
  ‘you have eaten something bad’ 
• With stative verbs 

When perfect aspect is used with stative verbs that are not marked with an effective particle, the fully 
developed state is referred to. Perfect aspect combined with the effective particles would encode that the state 
has come to an end.  Compare the following examples: 
 17) h``t `` ahkt` 

1s PERF weak 
‘I’m weak (I became weak and now I’m weak)’ 

 18) h``t ahkt` 
1s weak 
‘I’m feeling weak (just becoming weak)’ 

 19) h``t `` ahkt` o`` 
1s PERF weak E 
‘I have been weak (now I’m OK)’ 

• Together with effective particle 

Perfect aspect can occur with any of the effective particles, or without them. In the above examples it 
occurs with o``+ s`` and without any effective particle. In the following examples we can see it occuring with 
the remaining two particles: 
 20) h``t `` l``s s``t 

1s PERF die E 
‘I was unconscious (lying there)’ (being in a state) 

 21) ch`s `` cnjn v` a`kds Hdrt 
3pl PERF kill E again Jesus 
‘(context: when I arrived in the village I found that) they had killed Jesus again (i.e. they had 
stopped worshipping)’ 
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2.3 Pre-nucleus vs post-nucleus aspect markers 
As mentioned above the pre-nucleus aspects are more tense-like than the post-nucleus markers. They can 

be seen as marking the clause as a whole in relation to other clauses, while the post-nucleus markers are 
operating only on the predicate of the clause, by adding adding to the event the effect or result of it. The two 
sets of aspect markers function independently of each other, and any combination of them is possible. See the 
following examples: 
 22) h` v``m 

3s-PERF go 
‘he has gone (and is not here now)’ 

 23) h` v``m o`` 
3s-PERF go E 
‘he has gone (and is now back again)’ 

 24) hm v``m o`` 
3sIRR go E 
‘he will go (and come back)’ 

 

3. POST-NUCLEUS ASPECT MARKERS 

3.1 Effective Particles and Perfective Aspect 
In this section I will look at the function of the four effective particles: o``+ s``+ v` and s``t5- As these 

effective particles in Ramoaaina come close to perfective aspect, I will also look at the similarities and 
differences between perfectivity and imperfectivity on the one hand and the effective particles on the other. 

Let’s first look at a definition of perfective aspect. According to Comrie,  

“perfectivity indicates the view of a situation as a single whole, without distinction of the 
various separate phases that make up that situation; while imperfective pays essential attention to 
the internal structure of the situation.” (1976:16) 

The effective particles in Ramoaaina give a telic meaning to the clause predicate and mark the event as 
being effective, or leading up to a successful end. The particles contribute semantically to the verb in that they 
add an endpoint to the situation. The particles therefore do not primarily refer to a situation as a single whole, 
but to its effect or end result. In this they differ from perfective aspect markers. In many cases this telic marking 
co-occur with perfectivity, but as we will see later, the effective particles can in some cases co-occur with 
imperfective aspect. 

The distinction between perfective and imperfective aspect is not grammaticalised in Ramoaaina with any 
single marking. The distinction made by the precense or absence of  the effective particles is, as has been 
mentioned, one between telic and atelic predicates, or effective and ineffective events. In the rest of this paper I 
will discuss the function of the four different effective particles and how effectivness is encoded as having a 
further distinction. 

3.2 Effective marking with transitive verbs 
Firstly I’ll look at the overall function of the effective marking in the Ramoaaina language, i.e. what these 

particles have in common. The particles are used differently with transitive and intransitive verbs, so I’ll look at 
them separately. 

3.2.1 An event with an end  

In most instances it is clear that the effective particles makes the verb telic. It can be compared to the 
difference between d`s and d`s to in English. 

                                                           
6 Preceding certain pronouns o`` is realized as o`, and s`` as s` 
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 25) h o`k`` o`` ` rdm 
3s open E ART chain 
‘it opened up the chain’ 

 26) h kn o``,h 
3s carry E-3s 
‘he took it (picked it up)’ 

 27) chstk atq o`` hm k`l`` 
3tr cut E ART coconut 
‘They cut down the coconut tree’ 

Note that it is possible to express effectivness for a future event, as it is not saying that the event is 
completed but that it has a specific end point. Past tense is therefore not indicated by effectivness. 
 28) `mf ``j,``jtq o`` m``,chstk s`atm` 

1sIRR RDPL-tell E relation-3tr grandparent 
‘I will tell (about) the grandmother and grandsons’ 

In the above example the speaker is marking the event as telic. The meaning is that the event has an “end in 
sight”.  
 29) ch`s nmf s`` chv``q` 

3pl throw E shellmoney 
‘They threw shellmoney (to a common pile)’ 

In this example the event is marked for effectiveness, using one of the other effective particles. 

As I have already mentioned, the effective particles function on the predicate level, and do therefore not 
mark the clause or its temporal relationship to other clauses. But, by giving the event an endpoint, it signals that 
the event line can continue with the next event. This is similar to what Timberlake7 calls closure. It marks the 
verb as “closed” and thus opening up for the next event. 
 30) h qt,qt ltf` o``,h l` h ``m,``m,h 

3s CONT-search first E-3s and 3s CONT-eat-3s 
‘She would search for them first and then eat  them’ 

Note that the above example is imperfective, marked by the reduplication of the verbs. In the context this 
example is talking about something this lady did habitually. 
 31) A`` ch`s o``l o`` knst m`ltq ch`s kn ` jtl tsm`` 

when 3pl make E lotu then 3pl carry ART PL thing 
‘When they had finished praying they brought the things...’ 

3.2.2 A successful end 

The effective marking can be used with certain verbs to mark that a succesful end is included in the 
meaning of the predicate. See also example (30), where the particle changes the meaning of the verb rd`qbg to 
ehmc. Ehmchmf is the expected end result or effect of rd`qbghmf- This is the function of the particles that is the 
main reason behind the term deedbshud- 
 32) h a`an o`` mhn,mn 

3s see E shadow-3s 
‘He caught sight of his shadow’ 

In the above example the effective particle is changing the verb from ‘look’ to ‘catch sight of’, not just 
looking for something but actually seeing it. Other verb that are similar to this are v`k`mnfnqn ‘hear’ where 
the unmarked verb means just listening, but the marked means hearing; mtj ‘think’ used with the effective 
particle means remember, or come to mind. Compare the difference between the marked and unmarked verbs in 
the following examples: 

                                                           
7 In Hopper 1982 
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 33) ch``q v`k`mfnqn o`` ` jdkdjdkd 
3du hear E ART song 
ch``q stq l` ch``q v`k`mfnq 

  3du stand and 3du hear 
‘they heard the song... they stood and listened’ 

In the first verb they suddenly heard a song, so they stopped and listened, and that last verb is intransitive and 
without an end point.  
 34) h shj`m stj t q` atmf a`` h shj`m o`` `    mf``k`--- 

3s collect until on ART day when  3s collect E ART big  
‘he saved until the day he had saved up a lot of ...’ 

The first verb r`udc is unmarked for effectivness, and it is clear from the context that it refers to a continuos 
event. The second r`udc is the marked verb with the effective particle, showing that the goal is accomplished, 
i.e. effective. 

In other verbs the meaning of success is part of its semantic domain, and effective marking is obligatory. 
 35) o` h ods k``q o``,h 

not 3s do able E-3s 
‘he was not able to do it’ 

The verb k``q ‘be able to’ is only used as the second verb in a serial verb construction, and all verb 
constructions including k``q takes the effective particle. Its semantic meaning seem to require it. See section 
3.4. It is marked with the effective particle even when it is used in background information in a text. This is 
another example where effective marking and perfectivity differ. 

3.3 Effective marking with intransitive verbs 
Intransitive verbs are often verbs of duration and state. With such verbs it becomes even more clear that the 

effective particles mark the inclusion of an endpoint for the encoded event. The effective particles can also mark 
that it was a short time. They are also often used to show that something is ending before the next event, similar 
to closure mentioned in section 3.2.2. 
 36) h``t jh o`` vdk``q l` v``kt m` j`k``mf 

1s sit E like with 8 CP month 
‘I stayed about 8 months’ 

 37) ch`s o`o``l o`` 
                     3pl      work       E 
  ‘they finished working’ 
 38) lhq jh o`` lhq ``j``jtq 

1du sit E 1du story.tell 
‘We sat for awhile talking’ 

In the above example jh o`` means ‘sit for awhile’, a short duration, and it is simultaneous with the next 
event. 
 39) ch`s o``ls`fnm o`` l` ch`s v``m o``s tmf``h 

3pl prepare E and 3pl come arrive together 
  ‘They prepared (the food) and (then) came together’ 

In the above example the effective marking is used together with the conjunction l` to show the 
completion of the first event before the next. 

In the following examples we can see the difference between effective and ineffective events. 
 40) ch``q ohqohq 

3du talk 
‘they were talking’ 
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 41) ch``q ohqohq o`` 
3du talk E 
‘they finished talking (often means they made a decision)’ 

 42) jtoh `mf mfn o`` 
purpose 1sIRR rest E 
‘in order that I would rest for awhile’ 

 43) `mf mfn 
1sIRR rest 
‘I’ll stop (for good)’ 

In the above examples the effective particle makes the event telic.  

The effective markers can sometimes be used to change the verb even more drastically, like making 
intransitive verbs transitive. In the following example the verb jh ‘sit’ is used as a transitive verb and with the 
perfective marker o`` and it means ‘wait for’.  Mosel notes this function in her description of Tolai: “...the 
action is done with respect to a certain goal which is to be accomplished and thus defines the extent of the 
action” (Mosel 1984:132). 
 44) Jh o` h``t 

sit/wait E 1s 
‘Wait for me’ 

There is another use of perfective with intransitive verbs, using the particle s``t. I will discuss this later. 

3.4 Certain verbs always take effective particles 
Certain verbs or serial verb constructions with a very effective inherent meaning are always marked with 

the effective particle o``. For example ods k``q o`` ‘do able (be able to do)’ or any other construction 
including k``q; o``l ns o`` ‘make complete (fulfill)’ or any other verb construction including ns; stq o`` 
‘start’. The verb stq usually means ‘stand’, but in this case it is used as a transitive verb,  and the effective 
marker is obligatory. The verb stq ‘stand’ can be used with an effective particle and also remain intransitive. It 
then means either to stand for a while or to get up. It is the latter meaning that now also means ‘to start 
something’. 

3.5 Other comments on the use of effective marking 
The use of the effective particles is very productive. Most verbs can take one or more of the four particles. 

In an avarege story 34% of the verbs are marked with one of these particles. It is not as common on intransitive 
verbs as on transitive. 

The effective particles can be used with any of the prenucleus TAM markers (realis, irrealis, perfect; see 
examples (28) and (42) for irrealis, and example (40) for perfect). Effective marking can also be used with 
negatives (see example (35)). Effective marking is seldom used in background information such as in the setting 
of a story, or with general information (like what people in general do). I have only one example of it used with 
habitual aspect, and that is stq o`` ‘start’. Effective marking can be used with reduplicated verbs (where 
reduplication marks repitition, continuation or several people doing the same thing). 
 45) h ``k,``k o` ch``q 

3s RDPL-pull E 3du 
‘he kept pulling them’ 

 46) `mf ``j,``jtq o` lhq 
1sIRR RDPL-story.tell E 1duEx 
‘I’ll tell a story (about) us’ 

 The perfective particles  o``+ s`` and s``t can also be reduplicated, meaning a string of events each with 
an end or as in the case with s``t in limited location. 

 47) tm v``m o`,o`` `v``h 
2sIRR go RDPL-E where 
‘wherever you may go (several trips)’ 
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 48) ch``q vdhtl o`,o`` 
3du fight RDPL-E 
‘they had several fights’ 

 49) ` jtl ln l`` h ln tmf``h s`,s``t 
ART Pl banana that 3s ripen together RDPL-E 
‘the bananas that were all ripening together there’ 

See also example (15) for reduplication of s``. 

4. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE EFFECTIVE PARTICLES 
There are four different markers that all mark aspect at predicate level. As has already been said for most of 

the verbs they add the result or outcome of the event to the meaning of the predicate. 

The four particles gives four different possibilities for how the effect can be added to the predicate. It is 
hard to find any one terminology to describe the difference between the particles. I have chosen to use the terms 
“effect transferred” and “effect non-transferred”. What exactly is added by one particle but not by another 
depends to some extent on the verb. 

4.1 The particle paa 
The particle o`` (before certain pronouns it is realized as o`) is used with both transitive and intransitive 

verbs. It is the most common of the four. The effect encoded by o`` can be called non-transferred.  

Let’s start with looking at transitive verbs. In some verbs the idea of the effect being transferred or non-
transferred is very clear. Compare the following examples: 
 50) h``t kn o``,h 

1s carry E-3s 
‘I took it (to keep)’ or ‘I picked it up’ 

 51) h``t kn s`` `,mt,l h`m 
1s carry E ART-POSS-2s fish 
‘I took (not to keep) your fish’ or ‘brought you your fish’ 

The final outcome of the verb kn ‘carry’ is dependant on which effective particle is used. In the first 
example the particle o`` is used and it has the meaning of  a) the event is effective; and b) the effect is non 
transferred. In this particular verb I have glossed it ‘to keep’. In the second example the particle s`` is used with 
the meaning of a) the event is effective; and b) the effect is transferred. We will see that this basic meaning of 
these two particles is true for all verbs, even if not as clear as in a verb of motion. We will also see that the 
terms transferred and non-transferred has been extended to be used for verbs where there is no obvoius 
interpretation of these meanings. We will also see that the particles refer not only to space but also time.  

In some verbs the particle o`` refers to something immediate in time or space, thus non-transferred, while 
s`` is used for something a bit more remote, thus transferred. See the following examples: 

 52) tm v`jto o`` ` k``l  H``t `` v`jto s``,h jt`` ts  
2sIRR light E ART lamp. 1s PERF light E-3s there even  

  m`,qtl` 
  in-house 

‘Light the lamp (here and now)! I’ve lit the lamp, it’s in the house.(effect is remote)’ 

If in the above example the second sentence had used the particle o`` as in h``t `` v`jto o``h, it would 
have meant ‘here it is’. Using the particle s`` shows that it is remote, out of sight. The effect is transferred. This 
will be discussed more under section 4.2. 

As mentioned in section 3.3, the particle o`` used with intransitive verbs mark the end of a state. In section 
2.2.2. we noted that unmarked stative verb can mean the start of the state. The effectiveness of such verbs can 
be marked in two ways. The particle o`` marks the end of the state or the state as having an end, while the 
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particle s``t marks the beginning of the state as being in effect. Even with intransitive verbs we have the 
concept of the effect being transferred or non-transferred. The particle o`` marks the effect as being non-
transferred, as would be expected with intransitive verbs, but the particle s``t marks the effect as transferred. 
See further discussion under section 4.4. 
 53) @mf q`qht o`` 

1sIRR bathe E 
‘I’ll take a bath (and then...)’ 

In the above example the verb is marked as being of short duration and being telic, and the effect is non-
transferred.  

 

4.2 The particle taa 
The particle s`` (realized as s` preceeding certain pronouns) is only used with transitive verbs. As seen 

above, the difference between o`` and s`` can be described in terms of transfer of effect. As we will see in the 
following examples s`` implies some sort of recipient of the effect. It is clearly seen in some verbs, for example 
the verb s``q ‘give’ cannot take the particle o`` but only s`` or v`, or remain unmarked. Note that the term 
transfer is not synonymous with transitivity. Transitivity and the effective particles are related as can be seen by 
the fact that transitive and intransitive verbs use different particles. But the particles function on the predicate 
level, and the recipient of the transferred effect may or may not be explicit in the clause. 

In the Ramoaaina language there is also a directional pronoun using the same morpheme s``,. (The root is 
s``, ‘to’ and it takes the same personal suffixes as the possessive; for example s``,mf ‘to me’; s``,m` ‘to 
him’.) This pronoun does not replace the perfective particle s`` but they share some common meaning of 
direction towards recipient. See the following example: 
 54) `mf s``q s``,h s``,l 

1sIRR give E-3s to-2s 
‘I’ll give it to you’ 

Mosel mentiones that the Tolai verb s`q ‘give’ has a function similar to the effective particle in Tolai.8 

Note the use of s`` in the following example. The effect is transferred, and the  “recipient” is ‘the room’. 

 55) Ch`s v`,qtj s` h``t t q` qtl 
3pl Caus-enter E 1s in ART room 
‘They put me in a room (carrying a sick person into a hospital room)’ 

In other examples the recipient is not so clear, but we can still see the idea of effect transferred. I earlier 
mentioned the verb a`an ‘see’, and the difference in meaning between effective and ineffective events 
(example (32)). There is also a difference between o`` 'effect non-transferred), and s`` (effect transferred). 
One could say that ‘to catch sight of’ implies an effect or result of seeing that is non-transferred, i.e. the effect is 
that the eyes have “connected” with an object. And transferred effect would then mean not having eye contact 
any more, as in example (57). Here the idea of effect transferred is relative to time. 
 56) h``t a`an o``h 

1s see E-3s 
‘I see it, I have caught sight of it’ 

 57) h``t a`an s``h 
1s see E-3s 
‘I saw it, but can’t see it anymore’ 

In the following examples the same verb is used with both particles. Both examples are from the same 
story, and talk about the same date. 

                                                           
8 In Mosel 1984 
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 58) m`ltq ch`s jtat s`` ` atmf kdmah    a``+ Ô--- 
later 3pl set/tie E ART day like.this  that, “... 
‘Then they set a date (saying) like this, “...’ 

 59) atmf l`` h ns a`` ch`s jtat o``,h 
day DEM 3s right that 3pl set/tie E-3s 
‘The day had come that they had set’ 

In the first example (58), the day is still far away (transferred in time), but in the second example (59), the 
day has come and it‘s “in sight” (non-transferred). 

4.3 The particle wa 
The particle v` is only used with transitive verbs. It is not as common as the other effective particles. In 

most cases it has a clear meaning of  ‘away’. In many cases it can even be translated with the English adverb 
‘away’. It is similar to s`` in that it says that the effect of the event is transferred. However s`` signals that the 
effect has a recipient, but v` signals that the effect is transferred away, i.e. without a recipient in focus, 
transferred to nowhere. Compare English ‘give to’ and ‘give away’. The effect of the verb is that something is 
gone, with no reference as to where it went. The particle is used in two ways; a) the effect is that something is 
gone for good, destroyed; and b) there is a recipient, but the focus is on the thing being gone, not where it went. 
 60) h stm v`,h 

3s burn E-3s 
‘he burnt it (it’s gone)’ 

 61) h atkh v`,h 
3s roll E-3s 
‘he rolled it away’ 

 62) chstk s``q v` ` hq 
3tr give E ART dracena.plant 
‘they sent away dracena plants (sacred plants)’ 

Note that in the above examples there is a recipient in the mind of the speaker. The plants are sent to 
someone, not just thrown away, but the emphasis in the statement is that they were sent (effect transferred) not 
to whom. Here are some other examples: 
 63) h o`` hmfdm v`,h 

3s kick away E-3s 
‘he kicked it away’ 

 64) h ``k v` `,mt,m`   ``f` 
3s pull E ART-POSS-3s canoe 
‘he pulled away his canoe (away from the water)’ 

This idea an also be used for more abstract verbs. See following examples: 
 65) h ctl`m` v`,h 

3s forget E-3s 
‘he forgot it (it left his thoughts)’ 

Compare this with ctl``m` s``,h ‘forget something somewhere’ 

 66) L``cdj v`,h  
leave-alone E-3s 
‘Leave it alone! or Let it be!’ 

Compare with l``cdj s``,h ‘leave it there’ 

With some verbs this particle can carry special meaning. With verbs like tl ‘hit’ the meaning is often ‘to 
kill’; and with verbs like v``m ‘go’ it means ‘to go past something’ (the verb v``m ‘go’ used as transitive 
verb.) 
 67) h v``m ``jhs v` h``t 

3s go beyond E    1s 
‘he went past me’ 
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 68) ch`s ` tl v` ` s``q` L`qdm 
3pl IRR hit E ART people Maren 
‘they would kill all the Maren people’ 

In the above examples we can see that v` is used to mark a) the event being effective, and b) the effect is 
transferred, and no recipient of the effect is in mind. 

4.4 The particle taau 
The effective particle s``t is only used with intransitive verbs. Only o`` and s``t can be used with 

intransitive verbs. As mentioned earlier the particle o`` marks non-transferred effect, and is used to show the 
end of a state. The particle s``t marks the effect of the beginning of the state, and the effect is transferred. The 
particle s``t can be compared with the particle s`` used with transitive verbs and marks the effect as being 
transferred to a recipient. With intransitive verbs would not expect the effect to be transferred to a recipient, but 
as we will see from the examples, the effect is transferred in relation to a location. 

 Intransitive verbs are often used in background information where aspect on the propositional level is 
typically imperfective. That could lead one to believe that effective particles would not occur in such clauses, as 
the effective marking often co-occur with perfectivity. That is however not true. The explanation seem to be 
that aspect on the predicate level can operate independently of aspect on the propositional level. Examples 
below will indicate this. 

Let’s look at some different uses of s``t.  

The particle s``t is used to add a location to verbs of motion. These verbs normally dont’t take a location, 
only direction. But where there is an interception of the motion, the particle s``t is added. Compare with 
English qtm hmsn or bnld tonm.  

 69) chstk ``khq s``t t q` hm l`q``mf 
3tr drift E on ART ART coconut 
‘they drifted upon a coconut’ (they had been drifting around in the sea on a raft for awhile and 
suddenly on this spot they came upon a coconut) 

 70) h v``m s``t tm,h t q` ``j`oh 
3s go E on-3s on ART road  
‘he came upon him on the road’ 

In the following example, ‘become daylight’ is treated as a verb of motion. 
 71) h jdjd s``t tm lhq 

3s daylight E on 1duEX 
‘daylight came upon us’ (they had been out fishing all night, and suddenly right then it became 
light) 

The following examples have a slightly different relation to motion. They have the meanig of placing 
something, even though they are intransitive verbs. Again the particle s``t is used to mark effect in relation to 
a location. The effect is transferred. 
 72) h lhlh s``t jt tmh 

3s urinate E only on-3s 
‘She just urinated on it’ 

 73) h v`v`jto s``t tmh 
3s light.fire E on-3s 

  ‘he set fire to it (set something on fire to burn it up)’ 

Compare with: 
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 74) `mf v`v`jto o`` 
1s light.fire E 
‘I’ll light (something) (light up a torch or something small to take fire away)’ 

In the examples of the verb v`v`jto we can see that s``t gives it a more complete meaning, as it is 
marking the effect as transferred to a location, ‘he put fire to it there; there he made a fire.’ It can be compared 
with examples (50) and (51) kn o`` ‘take it to keep’ and kn s`` ‘take it to someone’. 

In other verbs the particle s``t is used in a different way. In section 2.2.2. we saw that an unmarked stative 
verb had the meaning of the beginning of the state. So in example (75) below, the verb hmdo ‘sleep, lie’ could 
have as its basic meaning ‘lie down’. To be lying down is then the effect of the event encoded by the verb hmdo.. 
The effective particle also encodes the effect being transferred to a location. A locative phrase often occur with 
the effective particle but it’s not obligatory. The location can be compared to the use of the particle s`` where 
the effect is transferred to a recipient. We should also note that s`` and s``t are phonetically similar. In the 
situations marked with s``t the recipient is the location; in example (75) the recipient or location is m`oh` ‘on 
the ground’, but in example (76) it’s not explicitly stated. This can be compared with Tok Pisin h rs`o, or some 
uses of the English sgdqd- This use of s``t is very imperfective, so again we can see that effectivness and 
perfectivity does not always co-occur. 
 75) a`` h``t hmdo s``t m`,oh` 

when 1s lie E on-ground 
‘when I was lying there on the ground’ 

 76) ch``q stq s``t l`jt 
3du stand E just 
‘they just stood there’ 

 77) lhq jh s``t l`jt 
1duEX sit E just 
‘we just sat there’ 

If s``t is used to show that the verb which unmarked means enter into a state, has come to effect, i.e. the 
subject is in the state; then o`` is used to show that the whole state has come to an end. It is viewing the end 
result of the whole state. Compare example (75) with (78); and example(76) with (79) 
 78) h``t hmdo o`` 

1s sleep E 
‘I slept (and now I’m awake)’ (end of state) 

 79) ch``q stq jhm`khj o`` l` ch``q v``m 
3du stand little E and 3du go 
‘they stood for awhile and they left’ (end of state) 

If there are several intransitive verbs used with same subject, only one will be marked with s``t, and the 
meaning will carry over to the other verbs. 
 80) ch`s jh s``t ch`s jdkdjdkd 

3pl sit E 3pl sing 
‘they sat there singing’ 

To summarize we can say that the particle s``t carries the meaning of a) the event is effective, and b) the 
effect is transferred to a location. 

5. VERBS USING DIFFERENT PARTICLES 
The different effective particles are very productive, and most verbs can take at least two different particles. 

Transitivity of the verb matters, as s``t is only used with intransitive verbs, and s`` and v` only with 
transitive verbs. The use of the different particles is also restricted by the semantic domain of the verb. In 
narrative text about 66% of the verbs are not marked as effective, 18% take the effective particle o``, 9% the 
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particle s``, 5% the particle s``t and about 2% of the verbs the particle v`. In settings and in conclusions of 
stories verbs are more often ineffective. Intransitive verbs are also often ineffective, while in the main body of 
the story transitive verbs with effective marking are more common. All freestanding verbs can occur without 
effective marking. It is only certain serial verb constructions, or certain uses of verbs that always take a particle. 
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transitive verbs o`` s`` s``t v` ∅  

``k ‘pull’ x - - x x  

``m ‘eat’ (tr) x - - - x  

a`an ‘see’ x x - x x  

atq ‘chop’ x x - x x  

ctl``m` 
‘forget’ 

- x - x x  

jdkd ‘sing’ x x - x x  

jtat ‘set date’ x x - - x  

kn ‘carry’ x x - x x  

l``cdj ‘leave’ - x - x x  

mtj ‘think’ x x - - x  

o``k ‘peel’ x - - x  x  

o``l ‘make’ x x - x x  

o`k`` ‘loose’ x x - x x  

ohq ‘say’ - x - x x  

onjn ‘cut’ x x - x x  

s``q ‘give’ - x - x x  

shlt ‘write’ x x - x x  

stm ‘cook’ x x - x x  

tj ‘string’ x x - - x  

tl ‘hit’ x x - x x  

v`k`mfnqn 
‘hear’ 

x x - ? x  

v`lnmf 
‘decorate’ 

x x - - x  
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intransitive 
verbs 

o`` s`` s``t v` ∅  

``khq ‘drift’ x - x - x  

hmdo ‘sleep’ x - x - x  

jdjd ‘dawn’ x - x - x  

jdkdjdkd ‘sing’ x - x - x  

jh ‘sit’ x - x - x  

l``s ‘die’ x - x - x  

lhlh ‘urinate’ ? - x - x  

q`qht ‘bathe’ x - - - x  

stq ‘stand’ x - x - x  

v``m ‘go’ x - x - x  

v`mf``m ‘eat’ x - - - x  

v`v`jto ‘set 
on fire’ 

x - x - x  

The transitive verbs ctl``m` ‘forget’, l``cdj ‘leave alone’, ohq ‘say’and s``q ‘give’ cannot take the 
particle o``+ and we can see that semantically the effect of these verbs is transferred.. The verb ``m ‘eat’ 
cannot take the particle s`` as it is impossible for the effect of eating to be transferred. The same is true for the 
verb o``k ‘peel off bark’ the effect is non-transferred, and the verb cannot take the particle s``. 

The intransitive verbs can all take the particle o`` in in all cases that has the meaning of ‘end of state’. 

The effect of verbs like q`qht ‘bathe’ and v`mf``m ‘eat’ is not considered as having a specific location, 
and thus cannot take the particle s``t. 

Also see the following examples of some verbs using different effective particles: 

a`an ‘see’ 

In earlier examples (examples (56) and (57)) we have seen a`an used with o`` and s``. Here are examples 
of the same verb with v` and unmarked.  

 81) h``t a`an v` ltq 
1s see E 1duEX 
‘I saw you go away’ 

 82) chstk jh jt chstk a`anh 
3tr sit just 3tr see-3s 
‘they just sat and watched him’ 

tl ‘hit’ 

 83) h``t tl o`` khl``mf t q` o`o``q` qtl` 
1s hit E my-hand on ART side house 
‘I hit my hand on the wall’ 

 84) t `` tl s``h> 
2s PERF hit E-3s 
‘Did you hit him?’ 
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 85) h tl v` ` vth 
3s hit E ART snake 
‘he killed the snake’ 

onjn ‘cut’ 

 86) h``t onjn o`` khl``,mf 
1s cut E hand-my 
‘I cut my hand’ 

 87) hm khv`m h onjn s`` khl``,mf 
ART knife 3s cut E hand-my 
‘The knife cut my hand’ 

 88) ch onjn v`h 
UNSPEC cut E-3s 
‘they cut it off’ 

jdkd ‘sing’ 

 89) lh``s jdkd s`` q`` jdkdjdkd 
1plEx sing E one song 
‘we sang one song’ 

 90) lh``s jdkd v` q`` jdkdjdkd+ lh``s v``m 
1plEx sing E one song 1plEx go 
‘we finished singing that song and we went’ 

jdkdjdkd ‘sing (intransitive)’ 

 91) lh``s jdkdjdkd o`` 
1plEX sing E 
‘we finished singing’ 

 92) lh``s jdkdjdkd s``t t q` lhm``s 
1plEx sing E on ART dead.body 

  ‘we sang there by the dead body’ (lit. ‘we sang on the dead body’) 
 93) lh``s jdkdjdkd s``t t q` mt,m` v`q`v``h 

1plEx sing E on ART POSS-3s sermon 
‘we sang at the end of his sermon’ (lit. ‘on his sermon’) 

mtj ‘think’ 

 94) h``t mtj s``,h l`jt a`` ftm `mf s``k`s``k` 
1s think E-3s just if contr.fact 1sIRR minister 
‘I just thought that if I were a church minister (thinking about something distant)’  

 95) h mtj o`` ` vdstqa``s `,mtm m``,m` 
3s think E ART prohibition ART-POSS mother-3s 
‘he remembered his mother’s prohibition (came to mind)’ 

 96) ch`s mtj,h m`` ch`s l` 
3pl think-3s that 3pl now 
‘they thought that it was them now (the enemy coming)’ 

o``l ‘make’ 

 97) h o``l o`` knst 
3s make E prayer 
‘he finished praying (just now finished)’ 

 98) jtl tsm`` lh``s `` o``l s`,s``,h 
PL thing 1plEx PERF make RDPL-E-3s 
‘the things we had done (distance in time)’ 
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 shlt ‘write’ 

 99) h``t shlt o``,h 
1s write E-3s 
‘I wrote it down, and it is here now’ 

 100) h``t shlt s``,h 
1s write E-3s 
‘I wrote it down (and have given it to someone, or put it somewhere)’ 

 

 Here I will give a story translated in to English, but with the effective particles marked. The story in 
Ramoaaina is in the appendix. Note that background information is mostly unmarked, but foreground often 
marked. 

Story about car accident 

I will tell (IRR) a little about my accident in the year 1979, when I had an accident with a car in the month 
July. In the early morning when I woke up, when  I went outside I took (o``) my motorbike and I drove out to 
the road. And at that time when I drove out on the road I didn’t see (o``) also the car. One car who came from 
the airport. And when I prepared to turn the motorbike I was surprised that we smashed into each other and the 
car bumped (s``) me down to the ground. I lay (s``t) on the ground and  didn’t know (if) I would die (IRR). 

...Some kids heard (o``) the car that banged. They ran out to the road and some teachers too and they cried. 
They cried (over) me. I, I didn’t know it for  I was (PERF) dead/unconscious (s``t)..... 

They carried/lifted (o``) me and they put (s``( me on top of the car, the car belonging to the man who hit 
(s``) me on the road. Then the car carried (o``) me.... 

In the hospital doctors injected me and worked on my leg. Later I woke up. When I woke up I wanted some 
food that I would (IRR) eat. And they gave me food and I ate (o``) it.... 

They injected (s``) me (making me) unconscious again. Then they put in (s``) a big piece of iron (in my 
leg) and they did some work on my leg. I didn’t know (o``) it for I slept hard. They finished working on my leg 
and then they put (s``) me in a room, a ward, where I slept. I, my stay at the hospital in Kimbe, I stayed 'o``( 8 
months, 8 months altogether I stayed in Kimbe till the doctors saw that my leg  was (PERF) a bit good. OK, 
they released (v`) me. I went back again to Bialla.  

6. CONCLUSION 
In Ramoaaina the effective particles make the verb telic as well as encoding the type of effect. The effective 

particles put the focus on the effect or final situation of an event. I have no proof of language change or 
development over years, but Mosel suggests that they could have developed from serial verbs. 

All the particles mark the verbs as being effective, and each particle also adds another aspect of the effect. 
The particle o``  is the most used particle, as it can be used with both transitive and intransitive verbs and it 
encodes an effect that is non-transferred. The particle s`` is only used with transitive verbs, and it marks the 
effect as transferred to a recipient, explicit or implicit. The particle v` marks the effect as transferred ‘away’, 
with no recipient. 

Intransitive verbs have less choice in marking effect. There are only two of the particles used with 
intransitive verbs, o`` and s``t. Effectivity is marked in two different ways. a) The state having come into 
effect, i.e. the event of entering into a state is effective. This is marked with s``t- This particle also encodes the 
effect as transferred to a location, explicit or implicit. b) The state having been completed, marked with o``+ 
and the effect is then non-transferred.. 
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8. APPENDIX 
This is the Ramoaaina text for the story in section (5), “Story about car accident”. All verbs are in italics 

and all effective particles are bold and underlined. 

Aakaakur u ra winirua u ra rot 

Ang aakaakur kinalik u ra nung  winirua u ra tinawon 1979, baa iaau wirua u ra kaar u ra kalaang July. U 
ra malaana kinalik baa iaau tawaangun baa iaau pari unataamaan iaau lo paa a motorbike ma iaau welulu paat u 
ra rot. Ma u ra pakaana bung baa iaau kalaa paat u ra rot baa u ra aakapi, pa iaau babo paa kaai raa kaar, raa 
kaar baa i welulu taaka irong u ra taamaan na baalus. Ma baa iaau waninaar kupi ang puku a motorbike iaau 
kakaian baa mir a wetumaak ma ra kaar i tumaak puka taa iaau napia. Baa iaau inep taau napia ma pa iaau 
nunurai iaau ang maat. Driver ko ra kaar i watur a kaar. Diaar tur taau maku a ru muaana, ma diaar babo iaau 
ma iaau inep taau u ra papaara rot. A kum naat diat walangoro paa a kaar baa i pongo. Diat welulu paat u ra rot 
ma ra kum tena wawer kaai ma diat luan. Diat taangi iaau... 

Diat lo paa iaau ma diat wung taa iaau nate u ra kaar, a kaar anu ra muaana i um taa iaau u ra rot. Namur a 
kaar i lo paa iaau.... 

U ra ruma na malaapaang kum doctor diat ing iaau ma papaam u ra kaking. Namur iaau tawaangun paat. 
Baa iaau tawaangun paat iaau ling kup ta utnaa ang aani. Ma diat taar a utnaa ma iaau aan paai... 

Diat ing doko taa iaau bulung. Namur diat waruk taa a ngaala na pakaana aain ma diat paam a kum 
pinapaam u ra kaking. Pa iaau nunura paai ma iaau inep duman. Diat papaam raap u ra kaking ma namur diat 
waruk taa iaau u ra rum, a wod, baa iaau inep uni. Iaau, u ra nung kinkini u ra ruma na malaapaang inaanga 
Kimbe iaau ki paa welaar ma waalu na kalaang. Waalu na kalaang raap iaau ki unaanga Kimbe, tuk a kum 
doctor diat baboi baa a kaking ia koina waanwaan. Io, diat palaa wa iaau. Iaau waan talili balet unaanga Bialla. 

 

 


